《The Mysterious CEO》
140 Horrible nightmare...
Lu Lan understood that he was purposely teasing her and therefore she moved towards
Lu Xuelon and removed her hand from Si Li's arm and said with a smile "Xuelon, it's
not a good thing to stay so close with your brother-in-law."
'Brother-In-law'
'What did it mean?'
Everyone in the room was shocked except Elder Lu and Assistant Long.
Lu Xuelon was staring Lu Lan in disbelief. She thought that the rings on their hands
were because of engagement.
'Did Lu Lan mean they were married?'

"What do you mean?" Lu Xuelon asked to confirm.
"I mean, Si Li is my husband. So it would be better for you to stay away from him."
Lu Lan said in a firm voice.

'Husband…'
'How was it possible?'

'How could a good-for-nothing illegitimate child become a wife of LEGENDARY Si
Li?'
Even Lu Yaohua and Shu Han-You stood up in a shocked. Shu Han-You was almost
fainting out because of shock.
"LIER, how could an unwanted person become the wife of Si Li? You are absolutely
lying. It is even impossible to imagine a sl*t like you would be eligible for the title of

Lady Head of Si Family." Shu Han-You disdainfully said.
"Madam Lu, I warn you to please talk respectfully with my wife, otherwise you won't
be able to bear the consequence." Si Li sternly said.
"This can't be possible." Lu Xuelon disbelievingly murmured.
She was shocked because it was her dream to become the Lady Head of Si Family and
now her dream was snitch away by that b*tch Lu Lan.
No...No…It couldn't be possible
"No...Bro Li, this couldn't be possible. She is not worthy of you. She is an illegitimate
child. She doesn't deserve to be your wife. She is a sl*t, like her mother. She is
sleeping with many other men. I have seen her. If you don't believe me, you can ask
the maid. Why are you standing there, come inside and tell Bro Li what did you have
seen?" Lu Xuelon put all the accused on Lu Lan for being a sl*t.
What if they were married, they could get the divorce. No one in the society knew
about their marriage, so it wouldn't be difficult to hide the news of their divorce. In the
end, no one could point out their finger at Si Family and Lu Family.
"Yes, President Si. Whatever Young Miss is saying is true." The maid said. She was
the same maid who brought Si Li and Lu Lan here.
Of course, the maid didn't like Lu Lan as well, so she would take the side of Lu
Xuelon even if she was lying or not.
Lu Lan didn't say anything in her explanation because she knew that Si Li would trust
her. She just staring them in disbelievingly, as she thought, how could a person go
down, just because they wouldn't want her to have a good life?
"Ohh… really, then can you tell me, how many men did come here? I want an exact
figure. Tell me." Si Li looked at the maid with his sharp eyes.
Seeing Si Li's chilling cold gaze, the maid automatically lowered her head and didn't
say anything. She knew that if she lied, then she wouldn't be able to bear the
consequence.
She had already seen the condition of Lu Xuelon.
Lu Xuelon clenched her fists and staring the maid with her killing gaze. As she wanted
to kill this stupid maid who stopped saying anything against Lu Lan and poured the
cold water on her plan.

Si Li turned towards Lu Xuelon and said "Xuelon, I hope you already suffered in
World Entertainment and you don't want to suffer more. However, if you aren't
satisfied with the treatment which my staff have given to you, then I can make your
life more exciting, wanna try?"
Lu Xuelon immediately took the step back away from Si Li. Of course, how could she
forget the humiliation, she had suffered in World Entertainment?
She still couldn't believe that her career, which was on the higher level, all of sudden
dropped so badly that it had become a horrible nightmare for her.

